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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
 

 This case involves an appeal from a judgment of the Environmental Appeals Board 

(“EAB”) of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. The EAB had subject matter 

jurisdiction under the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) 5 U.S.C. § 552 (2012) and 40 

C.F.R. §§ 1.25(e), 124 (2017) because these claims arose from the issuance of a National 

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (“NPDES”) permit by the Environmental Protection 

Agency (“EPA”). The United States Court of Appeals for the Twelfth Circuit has jurisdiction to 

hear appeals from the EAB pursuant to the Clean Water Act (“CWA”) 33 U.S.C. § 1369(b). The 

notice of appeal was filed in a timely manner. Fed. R. App. 4(a). 

 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

 
I.  Under the APA, is the “waste treatment exclusion” of the CWA procedurally invalid due 

to EPA’s failure to observe public notice and comment procedures in revoking part of a 
final rule? 

  
II. Under the CWA, does the ash pond closure and capping plan require a section 404 permit 

where coal ash and capping material have the effect of raising the bottom elevation of a 
“water of the United States?” 

 
III. Pursuant to section 401 of the CWA, is a State’s ash pond remediation plan a proper 

condition to a final National Pollutant Elimination System (“NPDES”) permit when the 
closure and capping conditions relate to preserving a State’s water quality? 

 
IV. Under the CWA, may EPA rely on Best Professional Judgment (“BPJ”) as an alternative 

ground to require zero discharge of coal ash transport wastes independent of the 
applicability or the effectiveness of the 2015 Effluent Limitation Guidelines (“ELGs”)?  

 
V. Under the APA, is Notice purporting to suspend certain future compliance deadlines for 

the Final ELGs effective to require suspension of permit compliance deadlines for 
achieving zero discharge of coal ash transport water?  
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 

On January 18, 2017, EPA Region XII issued a federal NPDES permit to EnerProg, LLC. 

(“EnerProg”) pursuant to the CWA. Record p. 6. On April 1, 2017, both EnerProg and Fossil 

Creek Watchers, Inc. (“FCW”) filed petitions for review of the NPDES Permit pursuant to 40 

C.F.R. pt. 124, requesting the permit be remanded for further consideration by EPA Region XII. 

Record p. 6. During the Spring term of 2017, the EAB of the United States EPA affirmed the 

issuance of the final NPDES permit and denied both petitions for review. Record p. 6. From that 

Order, both EnerProg and FCW appeal. The cases are consolidated for review. Record p. 2.  

 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
 

This case concerns the unlawful final conditions in an NPDES permit issued by EPA to 

EnerProg. Record p. 2. In the State of Progress, the Moutard Electric Generating Station 

(“MEGS”) is a coal-fired electric generating plant that uses the combustion of coal to power a 

generator, which in turn produces electricity. Id. at 6. By-products of such fossil-fueled 

generation include fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas desulfurization materials, 

collectively known as coal combustion residuals (“CCR”). Id. at 7-8.  

Water from the nearby Moutard Reservoir helps power the MEGS station and is also used 

to transport CCR ash from the station to an ash pond. Id. at 7. EnerProg, the owner of the MEGS 

facility, created the ash pond in June of 1978 by damming the free-flowing Fossil Creek, which 

is a perennial tributary to the Progress River, a navigable-in-fact body of water. Id. The transport 

water used to sluice the ash to the holding pond undergoes treatment by sedimentation before it 

is discharged back into the Moutard Reservoir. Id.  
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EPA Region XII issued the Final Permit for the MEGS facility, including conditions for 

the closure of the ash treatment pond. Id. The permit conditions are part of Progress’s Coal Ash 

Cleanup Act (“CACA”), which requires the MEGS facility to: (1) terminate the use of the coal 

ash pond by November 1, 2018; (2) dewater the ash pond by September 1, 2019; and (3) cap the 

remaining coal combustion residuals by September 1, 2020. Id.  

The EPA determined that dry handling of coal ash has been utilized in the industry for 

many years, and therefore in the exercise of best professional judgment, the permit writer 

determined that zero discharge of ash handling wastes by November 1, 2018 constitutes the best 

available technology (“BAT”) for discharges associated with coal ash wastes. Id. at 9. Progress 

included the CACA conditions to the final NPDES permit as part of section 401(d) certification. 

Id. Under the CWA section 401(d), any condition placed in a NPDES permit certification shall 

become a condition with limited federal approval. Id. at 10. On April 12, 2017, EPA 

Administrator Scott Pruitt issued a Notice that purported to postpone compliance deadlines for 

the 2015 Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Categories ELGs pursuant to section 

705 of the APA. Id. at 11.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT	

CCR is one of the largest industrial waste streams in the United States. In 2012, over 470 

coal-fired electric utilities burned 800 million tons of coal, generating approximately 110 million 

tons of CCR. That same year, 40 percent of CCR was beneficially used; the remaining 60 percent 

was disposed of in surface impoundments and landfills next to adjacent waterways. The disposal 

of CCR poses a significant environmental threat to groundwater and surface water resources. 
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Potential leaks or failures of the treatment ponds could cause harmful chemicals to seep into 

waterways that threaten nearby ecosystems and human life. 

The NPDES permit issued by the EPA illegally authorizes discharges of coal ash 

pollutants into the MEGS coal ash pond without subjecting the discharges to CWA effluent 

limitations. Limitations for the ash pond are federally mandated because the pond is a “water of 

the United States” (“WOTUS”). Although the EPA attempted to create an exclusion for waste 

treatment systems under the definition of WOTUS in July of 1980, the agency failed to observe 

notice and comment procedures required by the APA under section 553. Accordingly, the waste 

treatment exclusion is invalid, and this Court must use the definition of waters of the United 

States that subjects waste treatment systems to NPDES permitting. 

Even if EPA’s promulgation of the waste treatment exclusion is found valid, agencies 

must use the same procedures when they amend or repeal a rule as they use to issue a rule in the 

first place. Thus, the waste treatment exclusion, which was created when EPA suspended a 

portion of a final rule two months after undergoing notice and comment and publishing it in the 

federal register, still must be set aside. Furthermore, the EPA’s decision to create the waste 

treatment exclusion fails Skidmore deference because the EPA did not give it thorough 

consideration, it lacks logic, and it’s inconsistent with earlier and later pronouncements. 

In the alternative, even if the waste treatment exclusion applies to EnerProg’s pollutant 

discharges into the ash pond, the closure and capping plan still requires a permit under CWA 

section 404 for the filling of a water of the United States. First, Fossil Creek remains a water of 

the United States—even after impoundment for use as a waste treatment facility—because once 

the ash pond is closed, it no longer is a waste treatment system; it is a water of the United States. 

Second, both the abandonment of coal ash in the dewatered pond and the impermeable cap 
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constitute fill material that has the effect of raising the bottom elevation of the ash pond. Thus, 

even if the ash pond cannot be regulated under CWA section 402 for pollutant discharges, it 

should still be regulated under section 404.  

Section 401(d) of the CWA plainly reads that any applicant for an NPDES permit must 

comply with EPA-approved limitations and “with any appropriate requirement of State law.” 33 

U.S.C. § 1341(d). The language of 401(d) permits a state, albeit even an undelegated one, to 

include conditions to an NPDES permit that are more stringent than federal guidelines. Here, 

Progress correctly included the CACA legislation in the MEGS NPDES permit. Stringent permit 

conditions relate to the mission of the CWA: “to preserve the chemical, physical, and biological 

integrity of the nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a). 

The connection is not attenuated between regulating fossil fuel by-products from the 

MEGS facility and maintaining groundwater and surface water resources. Furthermore, the EPA 

cannot undertake such analysis as to whether the additional CACA conditions to the MEGS 

permit were “appropriate requirements of state law.” The plain language of section 401(d) states 

that limitations “shall become a condition.” This mandate precludes the EPA’s authority to 

determine whether the CACA provisions are appropriate; the EPA only has authority to approve 

or deny a permit.  

The EPA can rely on BPJ to regulate fossil fuel transport wastes. Unlike in section 401 

permits, the EPA is granted wide discretion to set ELGs, especially when the guidelines apply 

only to certain aspects of the discharger’s operation or to certain pollutants. The EPA may 

regulate other aspects or activities on a case-by-case basis in order to carry out the goals of the 

CWA. EPA appropriately used BPJ to establish BAT measures for coal ash waste generated by 
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the MEGS facility because the 1982 ELGs did not fully apply to fossil fuel by-products 

associated with MEGS operations. 

The EPA also correctly relied on BPJ as an alternative ground for requiring zero 

discharge of coal ash transport waste. EPA’s attempt to postpone EnerProg’s zero discharge 

compliance deadlines is not appropriate, however, because like the waste treatment exclusion, it 

did not follow the necessary notice and comment procedures mandated by the APA. The EPA 

cannot circumvent informal rulemaking, nor can it engraft expansive authority that it does not 

possess. 	

 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 
This Court reviews final agency action under the APA and must set aside the EAB’s 

Order if it is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with 

law . . . [or] without observance of procedure required by law.’” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2). The arbitrary 

and capricious standard gives an agency interpretation relatively broad deference “unless it is 

plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation.” Thomas Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 

U.S. 504, 512 (1994). However, deference is unwarranted when the agency’s decision fails to 

observe procedure required by law. Christensen v. Harris Cty., 529 U.S. 576, 587 (2000). Such 

interpretations are only entitled respect under the less deferential Skidmore standard, “but only to 

the extent that those interpretations have the ‘power to persuade.’” Id. (citing Skidmore v. Swift 

& Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944)). 
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ARGUMENT 
 

I. THIS COURT MUST INVALIDATE THE WASTE TREATMENT EXCLUSION 
BECAUSE EPA FAILED TO OBSERVE PROCEDURE REQUIRED BY LAW. 

 
  The inadequacy and unlawfulness of EPA’s final permit conditions for the MEGS facility 

is rooted in the agency’s failure to properly define waters of the United States—a misstep that 

has been egregiously overlooked for almost four decades. The Congressional intent of the CWA 

is “to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s 

waters” through control and eventual elimination of pollution into “waters of the United States.” 

33 U.S.C. § 1251. The Administrator of the EPA is charged with the management of most of its 

provisions, including the NPDES permit program under section 402 of the CWA. 33 U.S.C. § 

1242. Under the CWA, the “discharge of any pollutant” is unlawful unless the polluter obtains 

either an NPDES permit under section 402, or a dredge and fill permit under section 404. 33 

U.S.C. § 1311. The term “discharge of any pollutant” is defined as “any addition of any pollutant 

to navigable waters from any point source.” 33 U.S.C. § 1362(12). “Navigable waters” is defined 

simply as “waters of the United States, including the territorial seas.” 33 U.S.C. § 1362(7). The 

EPA has struggled to formulate an acceptable regulatory definition of “waters of the United 

States” (“WOTUS”) since the beginning, which has created uncertainty for both industry and 

environmental groups, often culminating in costly litigation.  

 Without laboring over the long and complicated history of the EPA’s attempts at defining 

the reach of WOTUS, this discussion is limited to regulations concerning the “waste treatment 

exclusion” at issue in this case. On May 19, 1980, EPA published a final rule, after notice and 

comment, which stated that: 

Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or lagoons designed to meet 
the requirements of CWA . . . are not waters of the United States. This exclusion 
applies only to manmade bodies of water which neither were originally created in 
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waters of the United States (such as a disposal area in wetlands) nor resulted from 
the impoundment of waters of the United States. 

 
Consolidated Permit Regulations, 45 Fed. Reg. 33,418, 33,424 (May 19, 1980) (to be codified at 

40 C.F.R. § 122.2). To be clear, under this regulation, waste treatment systems that resulted from 

the impoundment of waters of the U.S. were still considered waters of the U.S., and thus the 

addition of pollutants to waste treatment systems still required an NPDES permit.  

 Only two months after publication of this final rule, the EPA suspended the second 

sentence (starting with “This exclusion”), thereby creating the waste treatment exclusion without 

following informal rulemaking procedures required under section 553 of the APA. Consolidated 

Permit Regulations, 45 Fed. Reg. 48,620 (July 21, 1980) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 122.2). 

The Administrator explained that, “[t]he Agency’s purpose in the new last sentence was to 

ensure that dischargers did not escape treatment requirements by impounding waters of the 

United States and claiming the impoundment was a waste treatment system.” Id. However, the 

EPA admitted that “certain industry petitioners . . . objected that the language of the regulation 

would require them obtain permits for discharges into existing waste treatment systems, such as 

power plant ash ponds.” Id. By suspending the second sentence of the final rule, the EPA 

authorized the industry practice of impounding an existing water of the United States and using it 

as a dumping ground for harmful coal combustion residuals and other pollutants, thereby evading 

the requirement of an NPDES permit by simply calling it a “waste treatment system.” 

 At the time of this reversal, EPA intended to “promptly develop a revised definition and 

publish it as a proposed rule for public notice and comment,” which would either amend the rule 

or terminate the suspension. Id. This, of course, never happened. Adding insult to injury, when 

the EPA and Army Corps of Engineers (“Army Corps”) undertook revisions to the definition of 

WOTUS in 2014 and 2015, they explicitly skirted their promise, stating that “[b]ecause the 
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agencies do not address the exclusions from the definition of ‘waters of the United States’ for 

waste treatment systems . . . the agencies do not seek comment on these existing regulatory 

provisions.” 79 Fed. Reg. 22,188, 22,189 (April 21, 2014) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 122.2). 

Accordingly, the 2015 Clean Water Rule: Definition of “Waters of the United States” retained 

the waste treatment exclusion, again without following APA section 553 informal rulemaking 

procedures. 

A.  The EPA Did Not Have Statutory Authorization to Suspend Part of Its Final Rule 
Without Public Notice and Comment as Required by the CWA and APA.  

 
Under the CWA, “[p]ublic participation in development, revision, and enforcement of 

any regulation, standard, effluent limitation, plan, or program established by the Administrator or 

any state under this chapter shall be provided for, encouraged, and assisted by the Administrator 

and the States. 33. U.S.C. § 1251(e) (emphasis added). This provision thus calls for “public 

participation” by means of informal rulemaking procedures, i.e. public notice and comment, as 

provided by APA section 553. 5 U.S.C. § 553. From the plain language of the statute, it’s clear 

that the EPA was required to undergo public notice and comment when it revised the definition 

of WOTUS in July 1980 (and in 2015), yet it failed to do so.  

Furthermore, even if the suspension that created the waste treatment exclusion were 

characterized as a repeal, rather than a revision, the APA would still require informal rulemaking 

procedures. 5 U.S.C. § 551 (“’rule making’ means agency process for formulating, amending, or 

repealing a rule.”) (emphasis added). In Consumer Energy Council of America v. Federal 

Energy Regulatory Comm’n, the court held that the APA expressly requires notice and comment 

prior to repealing a final rule. 673 F.2d 425, 446 (D.C. Cir., 1982). The court explained that 

“[t]he value of notice and comment prior to repeal of a final rule is that it ensures that an agency 
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will not undo all that it accomplished through its rulemaking without giving all parties an 

opportunity to comment on the wisdom of repeal.” Id.  

Section 706 of the APA governs judicial review of agency actions, which mandates that 

this Court “shall . . . hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found 

to be . . . without observance of procedure required by law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D). Resolution of 

this issue is very straightforward: the EPA failed to observe procedure required by law when it 

reversed course without undergoing public notice and comment. Accordingly, this Court is 

compelled to invalidate the suspension. Id. The provisions of the CWA and APA mentioned 

above are clear and unambiguous, and this Court is bound to follow the expressed intent of 

Congress; Chevron deference to the EPA is not permissible. Encino Motorcars, LLC, v. Navarro, 

136 S.Ct. 2117, 2125 (2016). 

B.  Alternatively, Even If EPA Is Afforded Any Deference in Its Invalid Creation of the 
Waste Treatment Exclusion, Its Actions Still Fail the Skidmore Test.  

 
 Section 553 notice and comment requirements apply only to “substantive” agency 

actions; conversely, when an agency issues “interpretative rules, general statements of policy, or 

rules of agency organization, procedure, or practice,” it does not have to comply with section 

553. 5 U.S.C. § 553(b). In this case, it is unnecessary to analyze whether the EPA’s July 1980 

suspension was a substantive action or rather an interpretive or policy-driven action for two 

reasons: (1) the EPA underwent notice and comment procedures for the May 1980 Final Rule, 

and it must use those same procedures to amend or repeal that rule; and (2) even if we assume, 

arguendo, that notice and comment procedures were not required, the EPA’s reversal is still 

invalid because it was arbitrary and capricious. 

1. Because EPA engaged in public notice and comment when it promulgated its 
Final Rule, it was required to do the same when it reversed course.    
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The Supreme Court has interpreted the APA “to mandate that agencies use the same 

procedures when they amend or repeal a rule as they used to issue a rule in the first instance.” 

Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Ass’n, 135 S.Ct. 1199, 1206 (2015); see also FCC v. Fox Television 

Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502,515 (2009) (the APA “make[s] no distinction…between initial 

agency action and subsequent agency action undoing or revising that action.”). The Court has 

explained that, “[r]evocation constitutes a reversal of the agency’s former views as to the proper 

course,” and “[a]ccordingly, an agency changing its course by rescinding a rule is obligated to 

supply a reasoned analysis for the change.” Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of the U.S. v. State Farm 

Mutual Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 41-42 (1983). Therefore, because the EPA’s May 1980 Final 

Rule underwent public notice and comment procedures required by section 553 of the APA, the 

EPA’s July 1980 reversal of that rule should have undergone the same procedural requirements. 

The EPA’s failure to include the public in its decision making process to create the waste 

treatment exclusion thus violated the APA, and accordingly, this Court must invalidate the 

EPA’s reversal under APA section 706(2)(D).  

2. Even assuming the EPA’s reversal was exempt from informal rulemaking 
procedure, the reversal fails the Skidmore test and must still be invalidated.   

 
Agency interpretations that do not carry the force of law—such as those that did not 

undergo formal adjudication or notice and comment rulemaking—do not warrant Chevron 

deference. Christensen, 529 U.S. at 587. Such interpretations are only entitled to respect under 

the less deferential Skidmore standard, “but only to the extent that those interpretations have the 

‘power to persuade.’” Id. (citing Skidmore, 323 U.S. at 140. As stated in Skidmore, the Court 

should: 

Consider that the rulings, interpretations and opinions of the Administrator . . . 
while not controlling upon the courts by reason of their authority, do constitute a 
body of experience and informed judgment to which courts and litigants may 
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properly resort for guidance. The weight of such a judgment in a particular case 
will depend upon the thoroughness evident in its consideration, the validity of its 
reasoning, its consistency with earlier and later pronouncements, and all those 
factors which give it power to persuade, if lacking power to control.  
 

Skidmore, 323 U.S. at 140. More specifically, the Supreme Court has also cautioned that, “[i]t 

should also go without saying that uncritical use of interpretive rules is especially risky in 

making sense of a complicated statute like the CWA, where technical definitions are worked out 

with great effort in the legislative process.” S.D. Warren Co. v. Maine Bd. of Envtl. Prot., 547 

U.S. 370, 380 (2006). The EPA’s creation of the waste treatment exclusion clearly does not 

conform with Congressional intent, the agency’s own previous characterization of waste 

treatment systems, or judicial interpretation.  

 i. EPA was not thorough in its consideration of its actions. 

When the EPA announced its suspension of part of its Final Rule and thereby created the 

waste treatment exclusion, it offered very little in the way of explanation. The Administrator 

instead suggested that it “agrees that the regulation should be carefully re-examined” and that it 

“intends promptly to develop a revised definition and to publish it as a proposed rule for public 

comment. At the conclusion of that rulemaking, EPA will amend the rule, or terminate the 

suspension.” 45 Fed. Reg. 48,620. The only indication that EPA ever gave the waste treatment 

exclusion any considerable thought is its statement that industry petitioners had convinced the 

agency that the regulation “may be overly broad” Id. EPA apparently relied on ex parte 

communications with industry representatives in its decision to create the waste treatment 

exclusion; yet the substance of these communications is a mystery. Id. 

ii. EPA’s reasoning lacks logic and validity. 

While the EPA’s definition of “waters of the United States” specifically includes “all 

impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under this definition,” 
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the waste treatment exclusion leaves certain impoundments, such as those used by power plants 

for coal combustion residuals, unregulated by the NPDES permit program. See 40 C.F.R. § 

122.2. The agency’s inclusion of one type of impoundment contrasted with the exclusion of 

another type is illogical, considering Congress’s purpose in enacting the CWA was to “restore 

and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 

1251. The EPA’s arbitrary distinction is especially confounding given the EPA’s reasoning for 

including impoundments in the definition of WOTUS:  

Impoundments are jurisdictional because as a legal matter an impoundment of a 
“water of the United States” remains a “water of the United States” and because 
scientific literature demonstrates that impoundments continue to significantly 
affect the chemical, physical, or biological integrity of downstream waters, 
traditional navigable waters, interstate waters, or the territorial seas. The Supreme 
Court has confirmed that damming or impounding a “water of the United States” 
does not make the water non-jurisdictional.  

 
79 Fed. Reg. at 22,189 (internal citation omitted). Thus, the EPA, in the same breath, declares 

that impoundments are jurisdictional under the CWA because of their effects on downstream 

waters, yet, waste treatment systems—which are also impoundments that often affect 

downstream waters—are not jurisdictional.  

 EnerProg created the ash pond at issue in June 1978 by damming the then free-flowing 

upper reach of Fossil Creek, which is a perennial tributary to the Progress River, a navigable-in-

fact interstate body of water. Record p. 7. Accordingly, the ash pond has the same characteristics 

as the impoundments deemed to be waters of the United States by the EPA: Fossil Creek remains 

a water of the United States after its impoundment for waste treatment because it continues to 

significantly affect the downstream Progress River. To hold otherwise, as the EPA now attempts 

to do, is logically incoherent without further explanation. 

iii. The waste treatment exclusion is inconsistent with earlier and later 
pronouncements.  
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The EPA has argued in federal court that “in-stream treatment ponds . . . are included in 

the definition of waters of the United States because they constitute an ‘impoundment of waters 

otherwise defined as waters of the United States under this definition,’ and that the exclusion for 

treatment ponds was never meant to apply to treatment ponds constructed in United States 

waters.” West Virginia Coal Ass’n v. Reilly, 728 F.Supp. 1276, 1289-90 (S.D.W. Va., 1989) aff’d 

Nos. 90-2034, 90-2040, slip op. (4th Cir. 1991) (internal citation omitted). In the present case, 

however, the agency insists that its exclusion for treatment ponds does apply to those constructed 

in United States waters. Such stark inconsistency in the EPA’s reasoning signals that it left the 

waste treatment exclusion in interpretive limbo intentionally so that the agency may apply 

whichever interpretation suits its needs at that particular time. However, the purpose of agency 

interpretation and guidance is to offer clarity for the public and regulated parties on their rights 

and obligations under the law. 79 Fed. Reg. at 22,189. As such, the EPA is evading its duties to 

the public by continuing to apply the waste treatment exclusion without observing notice and 

comment procedures required by law, and this Court should declare the exclusion invalid.  

II. THE ASH POND CLOSURE AND CAPPING PLAN REQUIRES A PERMIT FOR 
DISCHARGE OF FILL MATERIAL PURSUANT TO § 404 OF THE CWA. 

 
 Even if the waste treatment exclusion applies for the purpose of a section 402 permit, the 

ash pond closure plan still requires a permit under CWA section 404. 33 U.S.C. § 1344. Section 

404 requires a permit for the “discharge of dredged or fill material . . . into navigable waters,” 

which includes “waters of the United States.” Id.; see 33 C.F.R. § 323.2(f). Accordingly, the ash 

pond closure plan requires a permit under CWA section 404 because: (1) Fossil Creek remains a 

water of the United States even after its impoundment for use as a waste treatment facility; and 
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(2) both the remaining coal ash and the placement of the impermeable cap constitute the 

discharge of fill material.  

A.  The Ash Pond Is a Water of the United States Because After Its Closure, It Is an 
Impoundment of Fossil Creek, Which Is Itself a Water of the United States.  

 
The ash pond is a “water of the United States” under section 404 because it no longer 

qualifies as a waste treatment system once it is closed; it’s merely an impoundment of Fossil 

Creek, which is a water of the United States. While the authority to issue section 404 permits 

rests with the Army Corps, the EPA works jointly with the Army Corps to develop regulations 

for carrying out the dredge and fill permit program. West Virginia Coal Ass’n v. Reilly, Nos. 90-

2034, 90-2040, slip op. at *1 (4th Cir. 1991). The EPA and the Army Corps have developed very 

similar definitions of “waters of the United States,” and in 2015, the agencies published the 

Clean Water Rule, which was an attempt to synthesize regulations and recent Supreme Court 

decisions into one uniform definition of WOTUS. See Clean Water Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054 

(June 29, 2015) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 122.2). Although the 2015 definition has been 

stayed indefinitely, for purposes of this analysis, the agencies’ definitions are treated as identical. 

A tributary, or “a water that contributes flow” to a navigable-in-fact water of the United 

States, also falls within the definition of WOTUS. 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(3). Furthermore, a 

tributary “does not lose its status as a tributary if it contributes flow through . . . a non-

jurisdictional water to a [navigable-in-fact water of the United States].” Id. This definition 

comports with a long history of judicial precedent. Economy Light & Power Co. v. United States, 

256 U.S. 113, 118 (1921) (“The fact, however, that artificial obstructions exist…does not prevent 

the stream from being regarded as navigable in law.”); United States v. Appalachian Electric 

Power Co., 311 U.S. 377, 408 (1940) (“When once found to be navigable, a waterway remains 

so.”); United States v. Moses, 496 F.3d 984, 988 (2007) (“It is doubtful that a mere man-made 
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diversion would have turned what was part of the waters of the United States into something else 

and, thus eliminated it from national concern.”); Benjamin v. Douglas Ridge Rifle Club, 673 

F.Supp.2d 1210, 1218 (2009) (“[A] manmade structure cannot eliminate the CWA’s jurisdiction 

over a water of the United States.”). Even the EPA itself has argued that “’waters of the United 

States’ . . . cannot be removed from the purview of the Clean Water Act merely by impounding 

those waters.” West Virginia Coal Ass’n, 728 F.Supp. at 1283. 

The ash pond clearly fits this definition: it was created by damming the “then free-

flowing upper reach of Fossil Creek,” which is a “perennial tributary to the Progress River, a 

navigable-in-fact interstate body of water.” Record p. 7. As such, the impoundment of Fossil 

Creek did not permanently alter the nature of the tributary as a water of the United States. 

Accordingly, after the ash pond is closed, it no longer qualifies as a waste treatment system, and 

Fossil Creek again becomes a definitional water of the United States.   

B.  Both The Abandonment of Coal Ash and the Placement of the Impermeable Cap 
Constitute Fill Material Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.   

 
 The Army Corps and the EPA published revisions to the definitions of “fill material” and 

“discharge of fill material” in 2002 after public notice and comment. Final Revisions to the 

Clean Water Act Regulatory Definitions of “Fill Material” and “Discharge of Fill Material,” 67 

Fed. Reg. 31,129, 31,133 (to be codified at 33 C.D.R. § 323). The agencies adopted an effects-

based definition of fill material that specifically excludes only trash or garbage: 

(1) The term fill material means material placed in waters of the United States 
where the material has the effect of:  

(i) Replacing any portion of a water of the United States with dry land; or  
(ii) Changing the bottom elevation of any portion of a water of the United 

States. 
(2) Examples of such fill material include, but are not limited to: rock, sand, soil, 
clay, plastics, construction debris, wood chips, overburden from mining or other 
excavation activities, and materials used to create any structure or infrastructure in 
the waters of the United States. 
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(3) The term fill material does not include trash or garbage. 
 

33 C.F.R. § 323.2(e). Thus, the agencies abandoned the specific exclusion of wastes, explaining 

that “we believe that a categorical exclusion for waste would be over-broad. Instead, where 

waste has the effect of fill, we believe that regulation under the section 404 program is 

appropriate.” 67 Fed. Reg. at 31,133. Accordingly, under the EPA’s closure and capping plan for 

EnerProg’s ash pond, the abandoned coal ash constitutes fill material because it is a waste with 

the effect of changing the bottom elevation of a portion of Fossil Creek. See 33 C.F.R. § 

323.2(e). Moreover, the impermeable cap used to close the ash pond also constitutes fill material 

because it changes the bottom elevation and should qualify as a material “used to create any 

structure or infrastructure in the waters of the United States.” See id. Thus, the closure and 

capping plan requires a section 404 fill permit for both the coal ash and the impermeable cap.  

III. THE FINAL PERMIT CONDITIONS ARE PERMISSIBLE UNDER § 401(d) 
BECAUSE THE CLOSURE AND CAPPING PLAN RELATES TO WATER 
QUALITY. 

 
 Section 401 of the CWA holds that any applicant for a federal permit must comply with 

EPA-approved limitations and “with any other appropriate requirement of State law.” 33 U.S.C. 

§ 1341(d). If an applicant believes the state conditions impose an inordinate burden on their 

operations, they may challenge the conditions in state court, or in federal court if there is an 

“unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce.” Tacoma v. FERC, 460 F.3d 53, 67 (D.C. Cir. 

2006). The plain meaning of section 401(d) protects the rights of states to eliminate pollution and 

prevents the EPA from altering state certifications. 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b); see also American 

Trucking Ass’n. v. EPA, 600 F.3d 624, 628 (D.C. Cir. 2010).  

In the present case, the EPA issued the MEGS Final Permit, which indicates that Progress 

did not have delegated authority to issue permits pursuant to section 402 of the CWA. 33 U.S.C. 
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§ 1342(b); see also Record p. 1. However, even without delegated authority, Progress can still 

include permit conditions that are more stringent than federally mandated standards. Under a 

plain reading of section 401(d), when a state lacks authority the Administrator does not merely 

authorize state certifications; rather, it shall incorporate those certifications into federal law. 33 

U.S.C. § 1341(d); see also Lake Carriers’ Ass’n v. E.P.A., 652 F.3d 1, 9 (D.C. Cir. 2011). The 

regulation is not ambiguous. Here, section 401(d)’s mandatory language precludes the EPA from 

determining whether the CACA provisions are appropriate for certification. The EPA only has 

authority to approve or deny a permit—it cannot alter one. 40. C.F.R. § 123.25.  

Alternatively, if the waste treatment exclusion does apply to the MEGS facility’s section 

402 permit, Progress’s closure and capping plan still requires a permit under section 404. It is 

unlawful to dewater an ash pond and then cap the remaining coal residuals without a fill permit. 

The plain language of section 404 reads, “any discharge of dredge or fill material into navigable 

waters . . . shall be required to have a permit.” 33 U.S.C. § 1344(f)(2). The impoundment is a 

water of the United States, therefore it requires a permit under either 402 or 404. 

The Congressional intent of 401 allows the State of Progress to regulate its own water 

under either permitting structure. Progress’s CACA procedures appropriately relate to surface 

water quality and protect the nearby Fossil Creek. Under section 401(d), the EPA lacks authority 

to alter permits that are appropriate requirements of state law. 33 U.S.C. § 1341(d). 

A. A State Without Delegated Authority May Include Permit Conditions That Are 
More Stringent Than EPA-Approved Guidelines. 

 
Case law and legislative intent indicate that stricter permit conditions take precedence 

over minimum federal permit standards set by the EPA. Albuquerque v. Browner, 97 F.3d 415, 

425 (10th Cir. 1996). EnerProg and EPA may attempt to buttress section 401(a)(1) to their claim 

that Progress lacks authority to implement CACA ash remediation conditions. However, the 
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provisions in section 401(a) that preserve a state’s delegated authority do not prevent an 

undelegated state from determining its proprietary interest in nearby waters. Therefore, the EPA 

was correct to approve Progress’s permit with stricter state-mandated conditions, even if the state 

itself lacks authority to issue a permit on its own.  

In a similar case to the case at bar, the Isleta Pueblo Indian Reservation lacked delegated 

authority to establish permit standards that were more stringent than federal standards. Id. at 421. 

The Tenth Circuit held that the intent of Congress was to preserve the primary role of states and 

tribes in maintaining the integrity of waterways that they intimately knew. Albuquerque, 97 F.3d 

at 424. Even if section 401(a)(1) grants the Administrator certification power over a non-

delegated entity, nothing in the CWA evidences the EPA’s role beyond strict approval and 

rejection powers. 33 U.S.C. §1313.  

 The language of section 401(d) clearly states that “other limitations” and “appropriate 

requirements of state law” are to be included in NPDES permits to advance the goals of the 

Clean Water Act.” Albuquerque, 97 F.3d at 428. Here, these “other limitations,” such as pond 

closure and capping provisions, do relate to surface water quality and the hazards associated with 

treatment pond failures. Clearly, more stringent conditions are an integral part in the mission 

statement of the CWA: to preserve the “chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 

Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).  

Like the Isleta Pueblo Indian Reservation in Albuquerque, the goal of Progress’s CACA 

legislation is to advance the mission of the CWA and “prevent public hazards associated with 

ash treatment pond containment systems.” Albuquerque, 97 F.3d at 425; See Record p. 3-4; see 

also 33 U.S.C. §1313(c)(2)(A); Reasonably interpreting section 401(d), the language “other 

limitations” and “appropriate requirements of state law” allow for undelegated states to include 
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stricter permit conditions. In an effort to protect the local population and nearby waterways, a 

state is better-equipped to understand certain conditions of a permit rather than a large federal 

entity that is national in scope.   

1. Progress’s ash clean-up conditions are ‘appropriate requirements of state law’ because 
the conditions preserve the narrative use of Fossil Creek. 

 
This Court must hold that the MEGS CACA conditions were properly included in the 

Final Permit under section 401(d) because the conditions relate to maintaining water quality. 

PUD No. 1 of Jefferson County v. Washington Dept. of Ecology, 511 U.S. 700, 717 (1994). The 

CWA provides two measures of water quality: effluent limitations and water quality standards. 

Unlike effluent limitations, water quality considerations are construed broadly and can express 

desired conditions of a particular waterway. EPA v. California ex rel. State Water Resources 

Control Bd., 426 U.S. 200, 205 n. 12 (1976). The purpose of CACA is to “prevent public hazards 

associated with the failures of ash treatment pond[s].” Record p. 3-4. The EAB correctly held 

that the aims of the CACA legislation express the broad intent of maintaining water quality. 

Record p. 6.  

Water quality standards consist of three elements: (1) designated uses of the waterway; 

(2) criteria specified in levels or descriptions about the water’s designated use and; (3) 

antidegradation provisions. 33 U.S.C. § 1313 (c)(2)(A). In PUD No. 1, the Supreme Court held 

that compliance with section 303 water quality is a proper function of section 401 certification. 

PUD No. 1, 511 U.S. at 717. Similar to the case at bar, in PUD No. 1 a hydroelectric project was 

planned for a site just outside the Olympic National Forest. Id. at 709. The project would divert 

water from the nearby river and then return the water back to the original riverbed through sluice 

gates. Id. The Court held that a reasonable interpretation of section 401 includes limiting not 

merely discharges, but also activities that threaten the narrative components of water quality. 
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PUD No. 1, 511 U.S. at 701. Relying on this controlling case, the EAB here correctly applied 

PUD No. 1 as a broad scope of what conditions appropriately relate to water quality.  

In the present case, fossil fuel by-products from facilities like MEGS are laced with a 

litany of hazardous chemicals such as antimony, arsenic, barium, lead, mercury, nickel, and 

selenium. Patrice L. Sims, Furtive Subsidies: Reframing Fossil Fuel’s Regulatory 

Exceptionalism, 35 Va. Envtl. L.J. 420, 457 (2017). Furthermore, electric generating facilities 

like MEGS are located next to waterways in order to access large quantities of cooling water to 

facilitate the combustion of coal that powers a generator, which in turn produces electricity. The 

disposal of these by-products into ash ponds poses a significant environmental risk to 

groundwater and surface water resources. For example, the EPA recently indicated that many 

CCR ponds deserve a “high” hazard rating because pond failure would result in human deaths. 

Id. at 462.  

The ash pond closure and capping conditions clearly relate to maintaining and preserving 

water quality. The State of Progress correctly determined that continued operation of the MEGS 

ash pond created environmental risks inconsistent with the aims of the CWA. Furthermore, 

Progress’s remediation procedures relate to water quality standards that follow “the designated 

uses of the navigable waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(2)(A). Like in PUD No. 1, this Court must 

hold that Progress’s 401 certification conditions relate to preserving the narrative components of 

water quality and are appropriate requirements of state law. 511 U.S. at 717.   

B. The EPA Only Has Authority to Approve or Reject Progress’s Final Permit—the 
Agency Cannot Determine Whether the CACA Conditions Are Appropriate.      

 
 The CWA does not authorize the EPA to override a state’s stricter interpretation of water 

quality standards. Opposing counsel’s position that the EPA has independent authority to 

determine whether Progress’s CACA provisions appropriately comply with water quality 
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standards contradicts Congressional intent and the overall mission of the CWA. The EPA may 

substitute a state’s judgment, but only if the state fails to act or acts irresponsibly. 33 U.S.C. § 

1251(b). Here, Progress did not fail to act or act irresponsibly. Mississippi Comm. on Natural 

Resources v. Costel, 625 F.2d 1269 (1989) (holding that a state acted inappropriately because its 

water quality provisions were below the federal requirements). The EPA cannot determine the 

appropriateness of Progress’s section 401 certification when the conditions are more stringent 

than federal parameters. EPA correctly issued the permit on the grounds that the closure 

conditions relate to water quality. PUD No. 1, 511 U.S. at 701. 

 The EPA does not have jurisdiction to alter permits under section 401. 40. C.F.R. § 

123.25; see also, Lake Carriers’, 652 F.3d at 11. The legislative history of the 1977 CWA 

amendments indicates that “[s]tate allocation systems are not subverted and . . . individual rights 

. . . are prompted by legitimate and necessary water quality considerations.” 3 Legislative 

History of the Clean Water Act of 1977, Ser. No. 95-14, p. 532 (1978). In Lake Carriers’, trade 

associations representing commercial ship owners petitioned the EPA’s nationwide permit. Lake 

Carriers’, 652 F.3d at 3. The trade associations challenged the EPA’s decision to incorporate 

state conditions, arguing that the EPA failed to consider the negative effects of each state’s 

conditions. Id. at 5. The circuit court held that states are allowed to protect their own water 

quality and the EPA did not have the ability to amend conditions in section 401 certifications. Id. 

at 7. 

 Similarly, opposing counsel seeks to engraft a type of expansive authority onto the EPA 

that is not reasonably interpreted within the CWA. 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b). Like the trade 

associations in Lake Carriers’, EnerProg and the EPA contend that the EPA must consider 

whether the MEGS NPDES permit conditions are permissible and appropriate. The EPA cannot 
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undertake such analysis. Lake Carriers’, 652 F.3d at 5. The plain language of section 401 states 

limitations “shall become a condition.” 33 U.S.C. § 1341(a). Clearly, the statute mandates EPA 

attach conditions that states deem necessary to meet their specific water quality standards. Under 

section 401, the ash pond remediation procedures protect against environmental risks to ground 

and surface water resources. The statute does not allow for agency review of a condition’s 

appropriateness.  

IV.  EPA APPROPRIATELY RELIED ON BEST PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT AS 
AN ALTERNATIVE GROUND TO REQUIRE ZERO DISCHARGE OF COAL 
ASH TRANSPORT WASTES.   

 
         EPA appropriately relied on BPJ as an alternative basis for requiring zero discharge of 

coal ash transport wastes because the wastes contained toxic pollutants not regulated by the 1982 

ELGs. The CWA requires the EPA to “establish and enforce technology-based limitations on 

individual discharges into the country’s navigable waters from point sources.” Louisville Gas & 

Elec. Co. v. Kentucky Waterways All., 517 S.W.3d 479 at 485-86 (Ky. 2017). An “effluent 

limitation” is “any restriction established by a State or the Administrator on quantities, rates, and 

concentrations of chemicals . . . which are discharged from point sources into [the nation’s 

waters].” 33 U.S.C. § 1362(11).  

         Before the 2015 ELG’s were implemented, the last complete set of ELG’s was 

established in 1982. Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category; Effluent 

Limitations Guidelines. Pretreatment Standards and New Source Performance Standards, 47 Fed. 

Reg. 52,290-91 (Nov. 19, 1982) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R. pts. 125 and 423). If the 2015 

ELG’s are revoked under an industry-wide challenge pending in the Fifth Circuit, the 1982 

ELG’s will be controlling law. Record p. 9. Even if either the 2015 ELG’s or the 1982 ELG’s are 
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found to be controlling law, the EPA could still rely on BPJ as an alternative ground to require 

zero discharge of coal ash transport wastes. 

A. EnerProg was Subject to Regulation on a Case-By-Case Basis Because the 1982 
ELG’s Did Not Establish BAT Standards for Coal Ash. 

 
The 1982 ELG’s regulated coal ash, but no BAT standard was set to deal with such 

wastes. 47 Fed Reg. at (v)(B)(4)(b)-(5)(b). Effluent limitations for “all toxic pollutants . . . [is] 

the best available technology achievable (BAT).” 40 C.F.R § 125.3. The guidance of the ELG’s 

is only one method of imposing a technology-based limits. 40 C.F.R § 125.3(c)(1). The EPA has 

a lot of discretion when the ELG’s “only apply to certain aspects of the discharger’s operation, or 

to certain pollutants,” and it may regulate the “other aspects or activities” on a case-by-case basis 

in order to carry out the goals of the CWA. Id. at (c)(3). 

Courts have found that BPJ is proper when either there are no ELG’s in place for the 

particular point source, or when only part of the discharger’s operation is regulated by the 

ELG’s. See American Petroleum Inst.,, 787 F.2d 965; Student Pub. Research Grp. Inc. v. 

Fritzsche, Dodge & Olcott, Inc. 759 F. 2d 1131 (3d Cir. 1984). In American Petroleum Institute, 

the Fifth Circuit upheld the EPA’s use of BPJ to establish BAT for an area-wide NDPES permit. 

787 F.2d at 974. The EPA looked at the factors imposed under section 403(c) of the CWA to 

establish BPT because there were no ELG’s in place at the time. Id. at 971. 

         On the other hand, BPJ is not properly used when there are already ELG’s in place for 

that point source or the toxins were already considered and discarded by the ELG’s. See 

Louisville Gas, 517 S.W.3d at 488; NRDC v. Pollution Control Bd., 37 N.E 3d 407 at 414 (Ill. 

App. Ct. 2015). In NRDC, the court found that BPJ did not need to be applied to establish BAT 

for the output of mercury when the toxin was “among the toxic pollutants considered when 

determining the appropriate effluent limits for low volume waste sources.” 37 N.E 3d 407 at 414. 
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Similarly, in Louisville Gas, the court found that BPJ should not be used to establish BPT for 

certain toxins the ELGs had not set BAT for because the “[g]uideline expressly address[ed] those 

chemicals in explaining why . . . TBELs with respect to them were not then possible.” 517 

S.W.3d at 488. 

         This Court should find that EPA appropriately used BPJ to establish BAT for coal ash 

waste because the 1982 ELGs did not fully apply to EnerProg’s operations. By choosing not to 

establish a BAT for coal ash waste, the ELG’s opened the door for the EPA to establish such 

guidelines with the discretion they are afforded. See 47 Fed. Reg. at (v)(B)(4)(b)-(5)(b). The 

EPA properly followed the guidance of section 403(c) by looking at what type of process was 

used in the industry and the possible economic impact of such a guideline being placed in the 

permit. See Am. Petroleum Inst, 787 F.2d at 971-72; Record p. 9. Additionally, the case at bar is 

easily distinguishable from NRDC and Louisville Gas because the ELG’s didn’t apply to 

EnerProg’s total operation. See Louisville Gas, 517 S.W.3d 488; NRDC, 37 N.E 3d 407 at 414. 

Therefore, EPA appropriately relied on BPJ.  

B.  The EPA Appropriately Applied the BPJ Standard When Establishing BAT, As 
Evidenced by the Adoption of the Dry Handling System in the 2015 ELG’s. 

 
The establishment of a dry handling system as BAT for coal ash waste in the 2015 ELG’s 

reinforces that the EPA appropriately relied on BPJ when creating EnerProg’s permit. Effluent 

Limitations Guidelines and Standards for Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source 

Category, 80 Fed Reg. 67,838-01 (Nov. 3, 2015) (to be codified in 40 C.F.R.pt. 423). The 1982 

ELG’s “acknowledged concerns about a long list of toxic pollutants, but deferred establishing 

limits for any of them because . . . the technology for effectively reducing the small amounts in 

which they occurred was not yet sufficiently developed.” Louisville Gas, 517 S.W.3d at 481. 

That technology has now developed, as evidenced by the updates in the 2015 ELG’s. See ELG’s 
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for Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category 80 Fed. Reg. 67,838-01. The permit 

writing process based on BPJ “affords the permit-writer ‘considerable flexibility in establishing 

permit terms and conditions.’” Catskill Mountains Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Inc. v. New York, 

451 F. 3d 77 at 85 (2d Cir. 2006) (quoting EPA, NPDES Permit Writers’ Manual 69 (1996)). 

The Progress 401 Certification incorporates the Progress CACA legislation, which is 

meant to “prevent public hazards associated with the failures of ash treatment pond containment 

systems.” Record p. 8-9. The prevention of such hazards is exactly what the EPA had in mind 

when including the dry handling condition in EnerProg’s permit. Additionally, the 2015 ELGs 

were updated because of the finding that “[s]team electric power plants contribute to the greatest 

amount of all toxic pollutants discharged to surface waters by industrial categories regulated 

under the CWA.” Louisville Gas, 517 S.W.3d at 491 (quoting 80 Fed. Reg. at 67,830). It is in the 

best interest of the community and the state of Progress as a whole that this Court find that EPA 

could rely on BPJ as an alternative ground for requiring zero discharge of coal ash transport 

wastes independent of the applicability of the 2015 ELGs. 

V.  THE APRIL 12, 2017 NOTICE IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO SUSPEND PERMIT 
COMPLIANCE DEADLINES BECAUSE IT DID NOT COMPLY WITH THE 
APA AND ENERPROG’S DEADLINES WERE BASED ON BPJ. 

 
         The APA allows an administrative agency to postpone the effective date of a rule, but not 

in the way that Scott Pruitt attempted to do. 5 U.S.C. § 705. The APA sets strict guidelines to be 

followed if an agency wants to establish, change, or repeal a rule. See 5 U.S.C. § 533. Such 

guidelines include publishing notice in the Federal Register and giving “interested persons an 

opportunity to participate in the rulemaking through submission of written data, views, or 

arguments with or without opportunity for oral presentation.” Id. at (b)-(c). If an agency would 

like to postpone the effective date of a rule, it may do so under § 705 of the APA. 5 U.S.C.A. § 
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705. Because Scott Pruitt did not follow informal rulemaking procedures, the Notice is not 

sufficient to suspend EnerProg’s permit compliance deadlines. 

A. The EPA Cannot Postpone a Compliance Date of a Rule that Has Already Become 
Effective Without Undergoing Notice and Comment Rulemaking. 

 
         The EPA’s attempt to postpone the compliance date after the ELG’s already went into 

effect is contrary to the plain meaning of Section 705 of the APA. It is clear from the text that the 

EPA only has authority to postpone the effective date of a rule, but not the compliance date. 5 

U.S.C. § 705. There is little case law on point, likely because the plain meaning of the statute is 

so clear. EnerProg and the EPA cannot attempt to make an argument that the term “effective 

dates” should be interpreted to include “compliance dates” as the defendant did in Becerra v. 

United States Department of the Interior. Becerra, No. 14-cv-02376 EDL U.S. Dist. WL 

3891678 at *8 (N.D. Cal. 2017). Rather, each term has a distinct meaning, which is why the 

court in Becerra rejected the defendant’s argument. Id. at *9. The effective date of the 2015 

ELG’s was January 4, 2016, and the Notice from EPA administrator Scott Pruitt was April 12, 

2017. Record p. 11-12. Because the effective date had passed before the Notice, the EPA’s 

action was invalid. 

         Additionally, the EPA’s attempt to postpone compliance dates is invalid because it did 

not follow the necessary notice and comment rulemaking requirements set out in the APA. 5 

U.S.C. § 533 (b)-(c). Suspending the ELG compliance dates falls into the definition of rule 

making, which is the “agency process for formulating, amending, or repealing a rule.” 5 U.S.C. § 

551(5).  If the EPA decided to postpone the 2015 ELG compliance date, it needed to have been 

done before the effective date had passed, and undergone proper notice and comment 

procedures. 
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The EPA cannot circumvent the notice and comment requirement merely by claiming its 

action is done pursuant to section 705 of the APA. The D.C. Court of Appeals has held that 

section 705 does not permit an agency to suspend a promulgated rule without notice and 

comment. Safety-Kleen Corp. v. EPA, No. 92-1629 U.S. App LEXIS 2324 (D.C. Cir. 1996). In 

the case at bar, both the EPA and EnerProg claim that the Notice is effective to require 

suspension of the compliance deadlines, yet the EPA does not have such expansive power. The 

EPA failed to follow proper procedure. Therefore, even if this Court were to interpret 

“compliance dates” to fall into the same category of “effective dates,” the Notice was not 

sufficient to suspend EnerProg’s permit compliance deadlines.  

B. Additionally, the Notice Did Not Suspend the Compliance Deadline Because the 
Deadline Was Set Based on BPJ, Not Based on the 2015 ELG’s.  

 
         The Notice does not affect the EnerProg compliance date because the compliance date in 

EnerProg’s NDPS Permit was set according to a case-by-case BPJ standard, as established in 

part IV of this brief. Therefore, even if the notice did suspend the compliance date of the 2015 

ELG’s as it purported to do, it would have no effect on the case at bar. This Court should find 

that the compliance date for EnerProg to achieve zero discharge of coal ash transport waste 

remains at November 1, 2018. Record p. 9.  

 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, appellant Fossil Creek Watchers, Inc. respectfully requests this 

Court to remand the EPA Region XII permit for the MEGS facility, including the addition of a 

section 402 NPDES permit for discharges into the ash pond, and the addition of a section 404 

permit for filling and capping the ash pond. Additionally, Fossil Creek Watchers, Inc. asks this 

Court to affirm EPA’s use of best professional judgment for bottom and fly ash effluent 
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limitations, deny the EAB’s improper reliance on EPA’s waste treatment exclusion suspension 

that lacked proper notice and comment procedures, and hold EnerProg to the November 1, 2018 

compliance deadline for achieving zero discharge of coal ash transport wastes.  

 
 
Dated: Nov. 27, 2017       Respectfully Submitted, 
         Counsel for Appellant,  

         Fossil Creek Watchers, Inc. 
 

 
 


